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I believe most people would agree that the word abortion conjures up a very disturbing if not challenging
event. For new mothers, it’s the fear of the baby being naturally aborted because something is wrong,
however in this sense it’s a miracle that the child is set free before birth so as not to potentially live a life,
perhaps profoundly disabled. The word abortion equally refers to the intervention by man to
prematurely finish the foetus to avoid birth for a complex array of reasons. Some people abhor this
unnatural termination no matter what the circumstances, while others would judge each case on its own
merit even though a life is about to be terminated. Some would say......killed. Abortion is a topic we
should worry about and think on and come to our own position on the matter.
So what would you say if I told you that people in Australia are being paid for a voluntary abortion......let
me repeat that. Australians are being paid $5000 by the government to abort their unborn child. It was a
fellow I met recently while researching my weekly segment that alerted me to this horrendous aberration
and his name is Bernie Gaynor. After meeting with him and seeing the documents on offer I was
convinced enough to run this narrative as the subject is so very disturbing. This is how it works.........a
woman decides to have an abortion sometime after 20 weeks because she doesn’t want the unborn child
and of course thanks to political correctness the father is not asked. The abortion is carried out and the
state government gives her a sheet of instructions on how to fill in a form for the baby bonus. She does
so and is paid $5000 as technically a child has been delivered. So we are now paying women to have
abortions which I think is shameful, unconscionable and morally corrupt.
Now at this time some listeners may be in doubt about the veracity of this so let me say that I asked a
great many questions and have sighted official documents and certain parts of the legislation to support
this claim. I am privy to the name of a couple who have claimed the baby bonus where sadly the husband
was not asked for his view. They remain anonymous and are racked with guilt.
Now previously questions have been asked by the ABC to then Labor Minister for Families, Community
Services and Affairs, Jenny Macklin. She gave a shock horror answer but didn’t deny it. The matter was
put to Centerlink which answered by saying they did all things within the law.......so another non answer.
Now the issue won’t go away with the possible demise of the Baby bonus as abortions also qualify for
payment of the parental leave scheme through the same loophole that was designed to provide
assistance to families that lose a child through unforseen and uncaused tragedy. That’s there to help if a
mother loses a child which is naturally aborted and perhaps fair enough too, if you have a social
conscience. But in my view it’s not ok where a healthy foetus is aborted through the simple desire to get
rid of an inopportune pregnancy. I understand there are other possibilities where rape or mental issues
are present but that’s not the point in question, as such.
Now this actually gets worse. When an abortion occurs not all babies are still born and there are cases in
Australia where a live baby is delivered after an abortion is pursued and the formal medical instruction
then is to leave the child to die and do nothing. I have seen this instruction in writing as testimony to
what I am claiming as truthful. The money paid is death money and the aberated law is evil and poorly
targeted and the medical fraternity in some cases are in breach of their own commandment to do no
harm. All this, yet no one wants to know and Bernie Gaynor can’t understand that and neither can I. For
goodness sake someone ask Abbott and Rudd what they think because this death money policy must
change.
Until next time this is Kent Bayley

